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At the ISOL facility YASNAPP-2 [1] a P-spectrometer with a magnetic filter of the
miniorange type [2] is constructed to measure y-ray internal conversion coefficients. The
magnetic filter of the miniorange type [3] is an assemblage of permanent magnets creating a
toroidal magnetic field perpendicular to the electron trajectories from the source to the Si(Li)
detector. The chosen profile of the permanent magnets allowed electron registration in the
defined energy interval with some transmission increase.

There are two sets of permanent magnets of the different thickness. Varying the type and
number permanent magnets one can set the detected electron energy intervals in a 50-2500 keV
range. The efficiency of the spectrometer was investigated for different assemblages of the
miniorange magnet.

The miniorange magnetic filter allowed the electron detection efficiency to be increased by
more than 20 times in the chosen energy interval as compared to measurements without the
miniorange measurements at the same source-detector distance.

When the spectrometer is set to electron detection the miniorange magnetic field deflects
positrons from the detector and thus the continuous positron spectrum is eliminated from the
registration in the investigation of the internal conversion electron spectra of the neutron
deficient nuclides.
Detection of electrons in the chosen narrow energy interval reduced the Si(Li) detector load and
gave a possibility of increasing essentially the activity of the source. These circumstances, and
especially the latter two, made it possible to establish multipolarity of many transitions with
energy more than 1 MeV
in the decay of l4*Tb (T l /2=23s and 8s) [4], l<7Tb(Tw= 1,7h) [5] and 157Dy (T1/2=8,1 h) [6].

The facility can be used for the e-y coincidence investigation.
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